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D.P.H. (Cambs.), School Medical Officer, Birmingham.
In tracing the development of th~ -attitude of the community
towards the problem of mental defioiency, four points of view can
be discerned, each of which has played a part in the growth and
evolution of our present measures for dealing with the question.
Each view point has had its founda:tio? in a different conception
of the object to be pursued, and each has differed from the rest
.in <the type of defective which it would choose for its field of
operation.
These points of view may be termed (1) The Compassionate,
(2) The Sociological, (3) The Eugenic, and (4) The Educational.
In the first place, when Europe awoke from the sleepy indiffer·e nce of the Eighteenth Century to a heightened sense of
personal responsibility .in the sufferings :a:nd disabilities of the less
fortunate members of society, it was natural that the pitiable
condition of the idiot, imbecile, and lunatic should make a powerful
appeal to the Philanthropist, and the result was the founding of
various institutions for their welfare, solely on compassionate
grounds.*
Later, another aspect of the problem came into prominence.
Social workers found themseh·es face to face with the problem of
mental deficiency manifested in vice, .industrial inefficiency and
pauperism. · The Mental Deficiency Act of 1913 was the outcome
of the realisation of these facts, :a nd the provisions of the Act,
taken as a whole, are "tlirected towards the . preservation of the
community from the anti-social tendencies which result from
mental deficiency.
Thirdly, experience and sciellltific Tesearch ha ,-e proved the
importance of heredity in the presence and perpetuation of mental
defect. If the community is to protect itself from the evils which
arise from the existence of a feeble-minded section in its midst, it
must logically make an attempt to reduce the source of supply.
This then is the standpoint of the Eugenist who argues that those
who shew evidence of inferior mental capacity must be earmarked,
and either by segregation, or other means, must be prevented
from the assumption of parenthood.
But the point of view which chieAy concerns us to-day is the
fourth or educational which, however, if systematically followed,
falls into a proper relationship with the other three.
" Education,'' says Prof. Sully, '' is an art, and as such needs to have a
clear idea of its end; we can not begin to educate intelligently until
we know what we are aiming at. " Moreover, if we do not formulate our aLms the means whereby these are to be pursued are likely
. '"' !h~ rev~lations contain~d in. the report of the Metropolitan
Comrrusswners m Lunacy, published 111 1844, had a profound effect upon•
pu-blic opinion and led to the pa~sing of the Lunacy Act, 1845. Earlswood
Asylum was founded in 1847, Colchester 1859, Starcross and the Royal Albert
Asylum in 1864 and Knowle in 1868.
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to be ob~cured. This is, M the present titne, ~ especia11y ~ertinerlf
to the schools established under the Educat10rt (Defect1ve and
Epileptic Children) Acts of I8gg and I9I4 1 since it is no~ .~bliga
tory. upon all Local Education Authorities to make .proviSIOn ±or
the children designated therein.
.
.
...
The questions to be answered are two, 1.e. (1) Wh1ch children
are. to be sent to the schools thus provided? and (2) What type of
school and what cui1riculum pr-ovide the best form of education for
the children selected?,
.
.
The definition in the pr.i ncipal Act describes those who may
be certified for admission to such schools as ' 1 children who, not
being imbecile, and not me.r ely dull and bac~ward, are defe~ti_ve,
that is to Sal)', by reason of mental de~ect are mcapab~e of receJvmg
proper benefit from .iinstruction in the ordinary Public Elementary
Schools." Here the criterion is obviously an intellectuat one, 'an~
it is clear that it was expected that J:iy a modi_fication of the
curriculum smaller classes, more individual attention, and a more
prolonged 'per.iod of school attend!aince, such ch.ildrer;t coul~ be
brought up to the same intellectual level as the1r qUJcker•wJtt~d
comrades. Experience has, however, now taught us that th1s
expectation was based upon an ignorance of the .intricacy of the
problem; indeed it is highly probable that those ch1ldren who have
ultimately reached the :a~verage educational level of the others have
· belonged to the " merely backward " group, and. sh'?uldnot h~ve
been certifi.ed under the Act. I have always mamtamed that If I
have been able to transfer a child from a Special School to an
ordinary School, my diagnosis of mental defect in the first instance
had been faulty. The Mental Deficiency Act, I9I3, however,
introduces another factor into the definition.
Feeble-minded
persons are divided into two groups, viz. (1) "Persons in. whose
case there exists kom birth, or an early age, · mental defectlven~s
not amounting to imbecility, yet so pronounced that they reqUire
care, supervision, and control; " and (2) Children who by reason
, of such defectiveness appear to be permanently incapable of
' receiving proper instruction in ordinary schools."
·
For the first group control of acti10n and ability to adjust t~e
self to the environment is the criterion, but it is clear that tlus
capacity of adjustment varies with and depends upon the complexity of the environment. In a comparatively simple environment where, except for the physical need of obtaining food, the
struggle for existence is less strenuous, the demlands upon the
individual will be less exacting than in a highly complex civilisation
such as our own.
The various definitions of what con.Stitutes
. mental deficiency which can be found in English law at vario11S
periods are proofs of this gradually rising standard 'of mentality
necessary for self-support. In the same way the views as to what
particular acts should be considered cr·i mes (i.e. acts which affect
or tend to aff.e ct . injuriously the security and welfare of society)
have chaqged in the course of time, and acts which formerly were
considered crimes are deemed crimes no longer, while new concepts of human relationship have extended the range of actions
which are considered criminal.
·
In the second group of the definition quoted above the criterion

is the presumption of permanent intellectual deficiency. As the
great majority of childr·e n leave school at the age of 14, the ":ord
permanent, as I hope to shew, ca.n. only have a restnct~d me~nmg.
The truth is that the cond1tlon of mental defic~ency 1~. too
variable to admit of strict definition. These so-called defimtlons
are generalisations only, and their valency depends upon tO? ~~ny
indeterminate circumstances to allow them t<;>
more than ~u1d~ng
principles.
vVhat is wanted is not defimtJon but classlficatJon
based upon an increased knowledge of ment~ proce~ses. .
All experience shows that the two main mamf~statwns of
mental deficiency are (I) Defects in intellectual capac1ty.; (2) _Defects in conduct. Both of these defects may be combmed m a
ma'rked and evident degree, and the diagnosis will then presez:tt no
difficulty; On the other hand, one or other mla'Y sh?w 1tself
singly, and nclther defect can be taken per. se. as eVJ.den<;e ?f
mental deficiency in the absence of ?ther ~nd1ca~JOns.
It IS m
dealing with such cases that the real drfficultJes anse. !ntellectual
capacity or ability is dependent up:m two factors, I:e. (I) the
general functioning of the whole bram, and {2) the e~c1ent working of certain systems of nerve oells, more or less localised or fl/cal
in definite areas of the brain cirtex. It is upon the proper funcfioning of these latter systems that the specific educational abilities,
reading, writing, calculation, music, etc., depend. The general
intelligence factor appearrs to be innate, and as such to be part of
the·mental ''make-up" of each individual. The specific educational
abilities however depend upon mental acquisitions and associations ~nd as such are only of very recent origin in the ontogenetic
development o.f man. They are· evidently the result of acquired
training and, like all recent acquisitions, they shew a wide range
of variability in degree. Hence, a:s we should (a priori) expect,
educability for these special acquisitions may be almost completely
absent, or may be developed to an exceptional degree. The defects
manifested by world-blindness with its attendant difficulty in
writing, absence of tone memories, lack of calculating capacity, on
the one hand, are balanced by the Musical Prodigies, and Calculating Boys on the other.
In a large number of children, these
special abilities remain larval* fru a longer or shorter period, very
f.requently during the Wholt< of the school life. In fact, intellectual
cap~city may be described as · a function of two variables, viz.
general intelligence and specific abilities, each of which may b~
independently of the other, highly developed, mediocre or reduced,
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The' introduction of ~ new term requires justification and explanation.
The. application of the term ' LARVAL ' to the retardation of or delay in
emergence of one or the other of the specific educational abilities, e.g., reading
is based on the analogy of the development of maDJy species of Amphihia, in
which under unfavourable environmental conditions the larval character is
retained beyond the normal. period and even permal}ently. Thus the Axolotl,
long regarded as a distinct species, has been pr.oved to be a permaneintly
larval form of Amblystoma tigrinum. To this postponement of the nor~!
metamorphosis and retenrtion of larval characters the term ' neoteny ' {I.e.,
the· extension of the character/of youth into later life) ha_s b~n given. [c.p.
Gadow, Amphibia, p. 64.] 1\he term has further sanctiOn m both Fr:nch
and. German medical literature! e.&"·• Epile-fsie larvee 1 and I,arvur(~
Tul7erkulose,

*
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and p~eoodous, normal or ·r etarded in the· time of -e mergence.
Th,us we find the child genius or Wunderkind. and all kinds ot
childish intellectual precocity on the one hand, and retardation of
intellectual development on the· other.
•. We ,are too apt to forget thai: age must be considered not
merely by reference to the Calendar, i.e. to the number of months
or yeatrs since birth, but that there is also a psychological age or
degree ~f m:ental development, independent of the chronological
age, which ts, after all, merely the expression of an average
development in terms of solar physics.
'
Mmoover, there is also the physiological age.
vVe know
that growth depends upon the correlated action of certain
so-called .e ndocrine glands, and that normal development depends
upon the propet: combination of all these activities. .An untreated
c:etin, f<;>r ex~mple, may have Lived through twenty summers, but
hts· phys10l<:>gtcal age may be equal only to that of a child of two.
Another child whose chronological age is six may have the bodily
development of a child of twelve. These are, no doubt, extreme
daiSes, but ·they may be taken to mark the extreme ranges of
variability of physical and mental growth.
Nothing is more striking than the wide variations which arc
~o be fou.nd . in the m~ntal capacit~es of any large group of children,
Irrespective of .physical age. Every class or form will show its
dullards, i.ts .mediocrities and · its exceptioooHy intelligent children.
Thes~ .v.anabons .J:J.re due, not merely to differences in the speed of
acqUtsttlon o~ ~ruowledge and .in the formation ·of the necessary
mental ass<?ctattons, bu_t also to differences in the degree of knowledge acqUired., We find, moreover, that these variations often
show themselves . in .varying capacities for acquirmg different types
of ~nowledge, ?nd that whi~e one child may show general dullness
~f ~omprehension on all stdes, another may show a deficiency
hmited, ~o one. or ot?er of the special abilities, e.g. the capacity
for makm~ anthmetlcal concepts or that for ta cquiring language.
Ga.l~on pomted out many years ago that the dist-ribution of mental
abihty of any section of the _community follows a normal curve
. ~f frequency, ~nd cat; be represented in the form ·of a regular curve
.aiiTanged on etth~r stde of a mean or average, with the genius at
o?e ~nd :'lnd the I:nbecile at the other. This is equally true of the
dtstnbutl<;>n of ability .jn children in an Elementary School, as has
been shown by God_dard by an application of the Binet-Simon
tests and by Burt.
In the Elementary Schools however the
figures are fo~nd to be weighted on the lower or degative side of
men.~al capac~ty by the influence of oertatin .i,ntercurrent factor'>,
e.g•. t~e . various ca~ses of retardation, including the larval
condttlon of the specific educational abilities, true feeble-minded- '
ne~~ ~nd so o.n. . It will, however, be seen that in a distribution of
abihties of this kmd each degree !?asses into the qext by gradation,
and not by sudden boun?s. It ts, therefore, quite impossible to
dr~t::V any hard ta:nd fast lme betweei1 the different levels of mental
abi~ty. Such distinctions, except on the broadest lines must be ·
arbttrary and a~mit a wide possibility of error. Unless ~herefore
~he ~chool Medical Office~ htats ha? speciartraining. and' experienc~
m this class of case, he will have httle to guide him in his examina-

tious under the Education (Defective and Epileptic Children) Act
except the opinion of the teachers who naturally regard educational
slowness as presumptive evidence of feeble-mindedness.
In his recent report to the L.C.C. Education Committee Hurt
has shewn very clearly that while " defective intelligence is usu•ally
accompanied by extremely defective attainments (i.e. the specific
abilities mentioned above) yet defectiNe attainments are by no
means an invariable index of an equal defect in intelligence. Upon
socia1 and psychological grounds, there is little to be said for
designating as mentally deficient those whose defect is chiefly
educational.''
On ~he other hand, experience has taught us that while mental
deficiency is not always oonnoted by educational incapacity the
main danger to the community arises from the defects of conduct
'<tnd control of action which so frequently are concomitants of
mental ~eliciency.
Moral control .a nd conduct depend upon
reason, JUdgment, al)d the capacity to choose and discriminate
between two alternative courses of action. Mercier* puts it very
clearly : " It is the mark of reasoned action to forego the immediate
gratification of tal desire for the sake of obtaining a greater future
advantage. This abili·t y to postpone and suspend the direct
pursuit of instinctive ends, and to interpose action which delays
t~is gratification, while it secures for the actor greater advantages,
lies at the root of all progress, :aH dvilisation, all morality. This
power of inhibition is inseparable from the exercise o( reason.
Reason means choice. It implies a selection between alternatives." This power of selection depends upon so intricate a group
of mental factors it clearly c<1nnot be inculcated by any svstem of
formal eduC"a•tion. It is pLain that the absence of cap~city for
n;oral oontrol cannot be e~timated by <any scale of mental or educ>~
tional tests, nor can the lme of conduct likely to be followed under
given. cir~umstances be predicated from the result of any such
exammatu;m. The results of educational tests can be expressed in
~ath~m:a1:Ic~l terms as a scale of intelligence, but no such expresSIOn IS possible for moarl consciousness. Such tests have howev~r ar: 'indirect value, and herein they may be compared 'to the
esti~at~on of the ~mount of COz in a polluted atmosphere.
While
not m Itsel~ a poison, the a.moun~ of carbon-dioxide present in a
sample of air a<:ts :as .a readily estimated :indicator of the presence
of ot~er del~ter~ous s.uh;stances which are known to be generallv
<JSS~Iated ~Ith It. Similarly in true mental deficiency, as intellec!ual mcaJ?aCity i·S generally associated with defects of moral reason111g :a nd judgme?t,· a ~arked reduction i.n educational capacity is
s.tr:on~ p1 .esu~ptive ·e vidence that defects In conduct will be present
~Ikewise.. Little advantage c~n .accrue to the con;muni.ty by placing·
111 .spec.Ial p~y s.chools children whose deficiency shews itself
rr.amly 111 ant~-soci.al action.
S~ch children may be dealt with
from. the. So~Iol?gical or EugeniC standpoint by relegation to
c?lon.IeS: mshtut10ns, or by continued surveillance. Indeed educa.tu?'n · IS likely only to veneer their deficiencies, and to render them
still more apt in preying upon society.
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· But a greate_r :mena<;e tQ 9rc!ered Society .is caused by another
group of children, the char;lcteristics of 'which are only now being
recognised . . These ;1re t he ~o-called " unstable childreq " whose
defect lies in a cleficieJ1CY o{ rpental balance r.afher than of in elligence. Th ey prob <;~bly , supply a larger number of delinquents,
both juvenile and ad ult, tha!'l does a ny other group of children ,
Often brilliant and original, they lack character, which has been
described :a.s the " cqpacjty for resolu~e willing," thei,r emotional
reactions to stim\.1li are imm ediate and intense, while their
control is weak. Others are backwarcl in certain subj ects from
the.i.r restlessness and ready fatiguability, their lack of attention
a nd sustained interest a nd of directed associations.*
A large
number of the cases of 'wqr-neuroses' which have recently attained
such a prominence under the mi s-leading term 'shell-shock' have
belonged to this category. It is clear that neither physical nor
inteUigence tests will reveal these cases, put that pro longed observ~ation of the conduct and emotion al o utbursts together with a
scrutiny of all available inf.orm ation as to the heredity and environment is necessary, Patient consistency of treatm ent and quiet
regularity of 1ife will do much to set these children in the right
direction of development. Herein will be a great futt1re for schools
on Open Air lines with physical exercises, manual work, gardening
·a.nd that type of education in which indilvidual interests are .allowed·
a fr eer scope than is possible under the inten sive a nd ex hilarating
curriculum of a n ordinary school. Too often the hom e environment is detrimental beca use the unstable character of thei•r neuropathic parents renders them the most inconsistent and i.msuitable
of guardians.
From an 2Jnalysis o.f his educational survey of th e children of
a Representative Borough, Burt has reached the conclusion that
" Special School children are cli:s ting-uished from those in ordinary
Element·a ry Schools by educational deficiency far more than by
deficiency in general intelligence.
They are, perhaps, to be
regarded primarily :a's school fa ilures, and not always, therefore,
as 'Menal Defectives·' in the narf'OW sense of the term."
It must be remembered that certification to a Speci:al Schoo·!
carries with it an undenia ble stig-ma of inferiority for children and
pat:ents alike. It is a very real hardship for :a. mother that h'e r
child should attend a "silly school" ariel when the child beg'in.s
industrial life th e reputation of mental feebleness does not clie
ea~ily, even if the name of the child has not been forward ed to the
Mental Deficiency Committee.
A remedy for this disability is urgently required. There are
two chi·e f mea ns whereby this da.n be achieved .'
In tlie first place, a much more detailed traini·ng- in the
di ag-nosis of mental · defrciency· is necessary · for School Medical
Officers, by lectures and demonstrations at the· Universities •and
Medical Schools, .a nd the establishment of Psychological Clin.ics.
Th e :a bsence of any opportunities for definite prelimina ry training
fo'r this branch of.the work stands in marked contrast to tlie ample
facilities which exist for the acquisition of a knowledge of sanitary

* Burt, Child Study,

vol, x ,, p. 6t.

science ahd ichool hygiene, and the School Medical Officer is left
to grope in the dark in that domain of knowledge "where three
Empires meet"-i.e. 1 those of the physician, the pedagogue and
the psychologist. The restilt is .i n the highest degree unsatisfa.ctory; for while a certain number of the school population belong to
categories of mental defect the recognition of which is easy, the
assessment of the mentality of many other .children is imposs·ible
without a considerable knowledge of applied psychology. This
difficulty is further intensified by those borderland cases described
above which so often ultimately find their way into the criminal
courts .and prisons as " defective delinquents."
A much wider
acquaintance with modern methods of psychology is highly desi ra ble in the interests of the children themselves a nd the community
at la rge.
There is a strong tendency lor examining Medical
Officers to trust blindly to educational tests such as the BinetSimon which m'ake no allowance for a retarded o r larv:al intellectual
condition, and are liable in unskil1ed hands to produce most
divergent .r esults.
Secondly, classes for backward and retarded children should
be a part of the organised scheme for every school, and not, :as at
present 'is generally the case, a haphazard provision, left to the
initiative and enthusiasm of a Head Teacher .O"r Education Officer.
To send childr.e n whose deficiency is educational, r ather than one
of general intelligence, to a Special School for the mentally defective is to e'a rmark them without warrant. Further, as Special
Schools must, of necessity, entail a heavy financial burden, it is the
reverse of economical to fill the places provided therein with
children who could be better dealt with by other mea ns. The socalled Mannheim System of parallel classes which has been so
largely adopted on the Cont•i nent supplies a type of orga nisation
. which has much to recommend it.* It has the great 1cudvantage that

·

* The Mannheim system, or modifications of it, has b een adopted in
many continental cities. The principle upon which it is based is that of
three parallel series of classes throughout the schools.
(r) llf ain Series of 8 classes, each corresponding to oue year of school life
[maximum number of ch ildren per class : 45] 90 per cent. of the children
pass through this series, but if at the end of the school year a. child is
not sufficiently advanced to warrant promotiODJ to the next class he is
passed into :
'
(2) " Repeater " Series [maximum number per class : 35], where the work
of the previous year is repeated with greater detail and more individual
attention. Each class divided into two divisions, taker.t partially
separa tely and partially in comtru:m. At the end of the school year the
child •may be returned to the main. series or promoted to the next repeater
class. Nine per cent. of the school population attend the Repeater classes.
If a child cannot keep pace, he is next passed to :
(3} · Auxiliary Series; the edu cation in which is comparable to that of our
special school classes. These· a re h eld in the buildings of an ordinary
Elementary School [r5 children per class]. Associated with this series
a re entrance classes into which children of doubtful mentality a re entered
. and from which they may be sent eithe r into the auxiliary classes or to
. the Resident Institution for the mentally deficient. Special a ttention i s
paid to the relief of physical defects, adenoids, errors of refraction, etc.,
and other causes leading to retardation,
For a detailed account of the system s~ Paper read a t L.C.C. Teachers'
Con ference, January, 1912,

it is a comp1~te educa:t_iOiia1 syste!TI in which a piace_is -£o-un_9 for the
education of the specially in~elligent chil9-ren'. on th,e one hand, the
children of average ability, the retarded "repeater" child, and the
feeble-minded on the other. No such stigma as at present attaches
to certification under the 1899 Act would be present, and the
modified curriculum, smalLer classes, gr~ter individual attention
and training to oombat special educational deficiencies would allQ'N
the children to reach a standard of education which ~hey cannot
attain at present.
Another point which must be borne in mind is the co-existence
of mental with physica:l defects, ~.g., paralysis, partial and comp!ete deafness or blindness, .-that whiie epilepsy may be associated with good intelligence, yet it often is found in conjunction with
Such children form a
pronounc-ed physical or mental defects.
perplexing problem. Classification is essential, and if the educational organisation is to be complete, provision must be made for
all these morbid ~mbinations. It will often be necessary to t1y
a case of this kind in several classes or even. different types of
school before it can be determined by which path he will gain tbe
greatest benefit.
.
As the aim of education is the production of the efficient
citizen, any expenditure which the better secures that end is an
eoonomy, and the value of " Backward Classes" has been proved
wherever they have been tried. Such classes afford ample time
for observation as to the cause and degree of retardation, and the
individual ,a ttention which can be given to the physical needs of
the children will help in the differentiation between the true and the
spurious cases of mental defect.
The feebly-gifted child with
larval abilities, and the retarded child, will thus remain within
the ordinary educational system and will be spared the obloquy
which attendance at a Special School confers. There will still,
however, be need for the Special Schools for the mentally deficient.
These will tend to change their character and their curriculum,
and more and more will prove their chief Yalue -as observational
ante-rooms to the institutions and colonies which- will come into
being under the Mental Deficiency Act.
In conclusion, let me quote the words of a late Chairman of
the London School Board, written more than 20 years ago:
"Care for . all children 'a s children, and not only for the
"apparently strong and useful of thei1r number is the out"come of our Christian civilisation. We do not look upon
"them merely as the means of perpetuating the hum'a n race.
''In the weakest and frailest amongst them we discern the
"latent capacity for a higher life; and precisely because in
"the case of the phys,ically :and mentally defective children
"the physical- organisation hides ,r ather than exhibits the
"true child, the duty is more clearly laid upon us of assisting
"the child to break through the barrier of hostile defect."

